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Module 5 
Day by day 

 

*CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER: 

1- Mona usually ( goes- does – makes) shopping at the weekend. 

2- Amr likes sports. He ( does- plays- has) Karate twice a week. 

3- I play ( shopping – tennis – karate) at the the club. 

4- I ( drive – ride- get) my bike every morning to school. 

5- Omar (plays- does- makes) the guitar at his free time. 

6- Kevin usually ( gets – brushes- walks) up early to school. 

7- Sue lives near the school, so she ( walks- rides- drives) to 
school. 

8- Do you (brush- wash – comb) your teeth in the morning? 

9- We ( make- do – have ) eight lessons a day. 

10- Dad (walks- rides- drives) his car to work. 

11- I asked the ( driver- nurse- waiter) to get me rice and meat. 

12- The ( singer- farmer- waiter) works in a restaurant. 

13- The ( farmer- cook- waiter) plants vegetables and fruit. 

14- There are twenty sheep on the ( library- farm- restaurnat). 
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15- The people clapped to the ( nurse- singer- driver) after he 
finished. 

16- The (driver- nurse- waiter) looks after sick people. 

17- March is the ( third– three - fourth) month of the year. 

18- People wear boots and coats at ( autumn- winter- spring). 

19- My friend Mike got me a ( stone- present- basket) on my 
birthday. 

20- The ( cook- driver- nurse) works at the restaurant. 

21- Every day I wake up early and I (go  - take – have) the bus to 
go to my work. 

22- Lets (take – do – go) to the cinema. 

23- The one who drives the bus is called bus( driver – drives – 
waiter). 

24- Laila likes to (do - make  - go) a snowman. 

25- The African elephant eats ( leaves – autumn – meat). 

26- Look! There is a (leaves – leaf – spring) on your head. 

27- I like (winter – summer – autumn)! The children can make a 
snowman. 

28- The weather is very hot. It’s (spring – summer – autumn). 

29- We are watering the flowers because its (spring – summer – 
autumn). 
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30- Look! The leaves of the trees are falling because its (autumn – 
spring – summer).  

31- She can’t hold the (leaf – stone – spring) its too heavy. 

32- I have got some fruit in the (stone – cook – basket). 

33- It’s (August – January – July) and it’s winter. 

34- (March - December – February) comes after November. 

35- (July – June – April) comes between  March and May. 

36- Today is the (seven – seventh – seventy) of February. 

37- My birthday is on the (one – first – two) of October. 

38- Sally’s birthday is on the (twelve – twelfth – twelveth) of 
December.  
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*Supply the missing letters: 

C__ok N___rse L__ss___n R__de a b__ke K___r___te 
 

Sn__wm__n S___ng__r Dr__ve Le___f C__n__ma 
 

V___g__tables W__ iter Br___sh my 
t__  __th 

S__m__er Sh__p__ing 
 

Pr__s__nt F__rm__r E___rly Wi__t__r T__nn__s 
 

B___sk___t 
 
 
 

Dr__v__r _  _ut__mn H___mew__rk G___it__r 
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S__r__ng We__es__ay 
 

 S__t__rday 
 

 Th__rsd__y 

Le__ __es  F__rm st__n__ 

S__h__ol Wa__k Ta____e the b__s 
 

 

*COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING: 

-Days of the week: 

Monday,____________,______________, Thursday, 
______________,  

_______________, Sunday 

-Months of the year: 

January,________________,__________________,________
______ , 
May,____________,________________,________________, 
September, ________________,____________________, 
December. 
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-The four seasons: 

______________, spring, ____________________, 
___________________ 

 

*Punctuate:  
1- do you always walk to school 
--------------------------------------------------------------------2- 
yes  i do 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3- no  she doesn t  
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4- they don t take the bus 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
5- does he play tennis 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

6- what do you do 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
7- what does she do 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
8- when is your birthday 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
9- it s on 19 september 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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*Pictorial composition: 

 

1-  
 
 
 
 

 

*Match: 
 

1- When is your birthday?   - Yes, we do. 

2- Does Ellie play basketball?  - No, she doesn’t. 

3- Do you play tennis?    - Snowman. 

4- I can make a      -Yes, you do. 

- It’s on 12 June. 
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*Write the ordinals: 
1. January is the first month of the year. 

2. December is the………………… month of the year. 

3. February is the ………………… month of the year. 

4. May is the……………………… month of the year. 

  

*Correct the verb in the present simple:  
1. Dad (work)………………………. in a hospital.  
2. She (go) ……………….…… to school by bus every day. 
3. They (watch) ………………..…. T.V. every night.  
4. My family (try) ………………………. to make me happy.  
5. He can't (sing) ………………………. well.  
6. I (be) ……………………… a good girl.  
7. Salma (have) ……………………… a little kitten.  
8. Mum usually (dry) ……………………..the dishes.  
9. Ali doesn't (like) …………………………… milk.  
10. She usually (buy) ……………………… many sweets.  
11. The children (do) ……………………. their H.W. well 
12. I (travel) ……………………………to Aswan every winter.  
13. He (study) …………………………… his H.W.  
14. My dad usually (fix) ……………………… his car.  
15. My uncle (work) …………………… in a school. 
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*Pictorial composition: 
1- She likes to ……………….. shopping. 
 
2- I always do …………………..in the club.  
 
3- Samy sometimes …………………..the guitar.  
 
4- They are going to the ……………………. 
 
 
5- Carol is making a …………………... 
 
 
6- He usually ………………...his bike.  
 
 
 7- I ……………..the bus to the school. 
 
8- She ………………..her teeth every morning.  
 
 
9-She ………………..her car every day.  
 
 
10- This is s…………..……….. 
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*Comprehension:  
 My name is Ellie. I go to school five days a week. I don’t 

go to school on Fridays or Saturdays. My father always drives 

me to school and he usually says, “work hard”. My friend Mario 

goes to school by bus. I enjoy going to school by car as I see a 

lot of things. 

 

*Put (√ ) or (  X  ): 
 

1- Ellie walks to school.     ( ) 
2- She doesn’t go to school on Sunday. ( ) 
3- Her father wants her to work hard. ( ) 
4- Ellie likes going to school by car.  ( ) 
5- Mario goes to school by car.   ( ) 
*Composition: 
Write three sentences about "What do you do every day?" 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------- 
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Model Exam 
 

*Choose: 

1- Let's go (shopping - tennis - guitar). 

2- Sandy likes to (ride - drive - play) her bike. 

3- Do you (have - take - do) the bus to school, Dave? 

4- Do you always (get - go - take) up early? 

5- Amr Diab is the best (sing - singer - waiter). I like his songs. 

6- Tom is a taxi (waiter - farmer - driver). 

7-I always (plays - playing - play) tennis on Fridays. 

8- Tony is a good (cook - doctor - waiter). He is good at making pizzas. 

9- (Do - Does - Is) you always get up early? Yes, I (does - am - do). 

10-They (don't - doesn't - aren't) walk to school. 

 

*Punctuation:  

1- what does she do 

---------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

2- they  re nurses 
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*Comprehension: 

 London is great! I and Julie go out every day and we usually eat 
lunch at a nice restaurant. Julie likes eating fish and I like eating 
spaghetti. Today, it is raining so we stay in the hotel. Julie is watching 
T.V and I am listening to music. 

*Put (  √ ) or (  X  ): 

1- Julie and I eat lunch in the hotel.  (              ) 

2- I like eating fish.     (  ) 

3- Julie likes music.     (  ) 

4- Julie is watching T.V.    (  ) 

 

 *Composition: 

Write two sentences about "What do you want to be?" 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

*Match:  

1- What do you do?   -the eleventh of November. 

2- It's January and    - I'm a nurse. 

3- My birthday is on   - it's very cold. 

       - It's summer. 

*Handwriting: 

I like playing badminton. 
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Module 6 
My favourite food 

 

*CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER: 

      1- Mona likes (peas- mango- chicken) juice. 

2- We keep the food in the (table- fridge- bottle) to stay fresh 
and healthy for a long time. 

3- Kim has an (omelette- garlic- oil) for breakfast. 

4- We use the (fork- spoon- knife) to eat the soup. 

5- Please, I'd like a (cup- glass- plate) of milk. 

6- Dad usually drinks (tea- salt- pancake) in the morning. 

7- Kim goes (sailing- skiing- shopping) in the sea. 

8- Joe sits beside the fireplace in the winter to keep (cool- 
warm- cold). 

9- Sue adds (salt – pepper – sugar) to her coffee. 

10- What would you like? I would like (a - any - some) coffee, 
please. 

11- We use a (spoon- fork- knife) to eat the spaghetti. 

12- Can I have some noodles in my (omelette - peas - soup), 
please? 

13- I'd like a (rice- cheese- cherry) sandwich. 
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14- I'd like a (bottle- plate- cup) of coffee. 

15- Kim is (sharing- cutting- putting) the vegetables for the 
salad. 

16- I have an (omelette- cheese- salad) for breakfast. I like 
eggs. 

17- Dad's favorite food is (tea - milk - spaghetti). 

18- Mona likes   to eat chocolate (cumin - crepe - garlic). 

19- Can I have some (milk - cherry - strawberry), please? 

20- We use the (plate - spoon - knife) to cut the vegetables and 
chicken into pieces. 

21- Can I have some (rice - pineapple - apple) on my (bottle - cup 
- plate), please? 

22- I would like to eat well done (steak - peach - grapes) with 
French fries. 

23- Anna likes to (play - share - wish) her food with her friends. 

24- What's in the big (cup - plate - bottle)? There is some 
orange juice in it.  

25- (Chicken - Cumin - Noodles) mole is very tasty.                  

26- Tim likes to eat (pancakes - noodles - fava beans) with meat 
or vegetables. 

27- Laura's favorite food is (fava beans - steak - spaghetti) 
with oil, cumin, garlic and lemon juice. 
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28- We use (tea - oil - fridge) to cook.   

29- I would like to put some bananas and chocolate on my (garlic 
- salad - pancake).  

30- Mum can make me a (plate - bowl - cup) of soup. 

31- She is (eating - drinking - playing) soup with a spoon. 

32- Samy likes to cut cucumbers, tomatoes and carrots in the 
(spaghetti - salad - steak). 

33- Salma likes to put some (crepe - sugar - cumin) on ful 
medames. 

34- I don't like to eat (tea - garlic - coffee) in the morning. 

35- Is there a food (cumin - competition - fridge) on Friday? 

36- Would you mind giving me your chocolate cake (recipe - 
sugar -steak)? 

37- I want to add (sugar and tea - coffee and milk - salt and 
pepper) to the steak.  
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*Supply the missing letters: 

F__rk C__min Fr__dge St__ak P__ach Gr___pes 

Sp_on Cr___pe N__ odles Ch__ck__n Fr__it Str__wb_rry 

 

C__p S__gar 

 

Om__l_tte So___p Sp_g__etti Ch__rry 
 

B__ttle P__pp__r P__nc__ke R___ce Ch__ _ se P_ne__pple  

 

Gl__ss C__ff e__ G __rl__c P__as S__l__d M__ng__ 
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S__lt Sh__re T__a M__lk Kn__fe Pl___te 

C__t O__l  Fa_v_  be_ns 

 

*Put (some or any): 

 
1. There are ………….. tomatoes in the basket. 

2. Are there ………….. apples in the bag?  

No, there aren't ………….. apples.  

3. Mona has ………….. dresses in her wardrobe.  

4. Do you want ………….. peaches?  

Yes , I want ………….. peaches, please.  

5. Are there ………….. knives?  

6. My mum has got ………….. sandwiches in her bag.  

7. I don’t want ………….. eggs.  
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8. I would like to have ………….. tea, please.  

9. There are ………….. cups on the table.  

10. There aren't ………….. plastic plates.  

11. Are there ………….. cherries in your plate?  

No, there aren’t ………….. cherries 

12. I have ………….. pencils in my pencil case.  

 

*Punctuate:  
1- samy is my brother and mona is my sister 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
2- ahmed and mostafa are reading a book  
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3- there  s a mango on the table 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4- is there any rice  
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
5- yes there is 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
6- what s your favourite food 
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7- there aren t any apples 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
8- can i have some tea please 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
9- i  d like some coffee please 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
*Pictorial composition: 
 

 
1- Can I have a .......................of tea, please?  

 

2- I like eating .............................  
 
 
3- I need a ..............................to eat the ............................... 
 
 
4- I need a ..............................to eat the ............................... 
 
 
5- I want some s...................................  
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6- There is a ............................. in the kitchen.  

 
 
7- Put some .......................on my ............................... 
 
 
8- I'd like to .........................my food. 
 
 
9- I want a ......................of .............................. 
 
 
 
10- I like to ....................the ........................into pieces. 
 
*Match: 

1-What's your       -Yes, there is. 

2- What would you like?    -Of course. 

3- Can I have some water, please?   -It's 10L.E 

4- How much is the milk?    -favourite food? 

5- Is there any cheese?    -No, there aren't. 
           -I'd like some coffee, please. 
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*Look and answer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
*Comprehension:  
 

 Arnold and his mum were at the supermarket on 

Saturday. First they looked at the vegetables. They looked at 

the potatoes and beans. Next they looked at the fruit. They 

looked at the pineapples and grapes. At last they went to buy 

an ice-cream for Arnold. He likes strawberry ice-cream. 

 

 

 

1. Is there any milk? 

....... 

2. Are there any peaches? 

. 

.3. Are there any eggs? 

4. Is there any meat? 

.. 

5. Are there any tomatoes? 
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*Put ( √  ) or (  X  ): 

 

1- Arnold and his mother went to the supermarket 
 on Sunday.              ( ) 
2- They looked at the potatoes and beans only. (       ) 
3- Arnold likes pineapples ice-cream.        (       ) 
4- Beans are kind of fruit.          (       ) 
 
 
*Composition: 
Write three sentences about "food and drinks": 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------- 
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`Model exam 
*Choose: 
 
1- There is a (pineapple - apple - orange) in the fridge. 

2- Can I have some (strawberries - peach - cherry), please? 

3- (Is there - Are there - There are) any peas?  

4- (Is there - There is - Are there) any cheese in the kitchen? Yes, (there is - 

there isn't - is there). 

5- My favourite food is (chicken - orange juice - milk). 

6- Salwa likes fava (peas - beans - cumin).  

7- Don't use the (spoon - fork - knife) you may cut your finger because it's too 

sharp.  

8- Can I have a (cup - glass - spoon) of water, please? 

9- I would like to (share - salt - give) my food with you. 

 
*Pictorial composition: 
 
 
 
1- I need a ..............................to eat the ............................... 
 
2- I like eating .............................  
 
*Supply the missing letters: 
 
___ni__e      Om__le__te 
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*Punctuation: 
 
1- there  s a mango on the dish 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2- is there any  rice 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
*Comprehension: 
 
 Hana is having a party. She invites her friends. Hana is wearing a new 
skirt. They are listening to music and dancing. Some people are sitting in the 
living room and watching T.V. Everybody is having a great time, they are 
happy. 
 
Put ( √ ) or ( X ): 
1- Hana isn't wearing a new skirt.   (  ) 

2- They are singing and playing.    (  ) 

3- People are sitting in the dining room.  (  ) 

4- Everybody is sad.      (  ) 

 
*Composition: 
 
Write two sentences about your favourite food: 
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Module 7 
In the past 

 

*CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER: 

1- Pandas live in the (beach - forest - hut). 

2- I like sitting on the (amusement park - airport - beach). 

3- I got up (late- early -wait) so I missed the bus. 

4- Kevin went to the (airport- museum- Theater) to travel to 

Italy. 

5-  Mum will let me play after I (finish- get – make) my homework. 

6-  I am (waiting- making- arriving) for the bus for an hour. 

7- We went to have fun at the (school- forest – amusement park) 

8- They are building a sand castle at the (forest- beach- library). 

9- The Chinese people eat with the (plate- cup – chopsticks). 

10- Kevin (plays- does- has) baseball twice a week. 

11- We go (windsurfing- basketball- sports center) at the 

summer. 
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12- We should be two in order to play ( table tennis- sailing- 

windsurfing) 

13-  (Were - Was - Did) the boys at the beach last Sunday? 

14- Sandra and Lilly (arrive - arrived - sail) at home at six o'clock. 

15- The (nightingale -people - emperor) was very evil. 

16- I must go to the doctor, I feel very (love - late - ill). 

17- Alana (sing - sang - saved) a beautiful song last night. 

18- Listen! I can hear the (nightingale - cat - cheetah) singing. 

19- The ancient Chinese used to live in (houses - pyramids - huts). 

20- My mum (make - made - maked) a delicious cake yesterday. 

21- In the past bicycles (have - had - has) one big and one small 

wheel. 

22- Bicycles have two (wheels - carriage - balls). 

23- Cindy can ride a big (bicycle - car - train). 

24- He (traveled - played - waited) to Alexandria by (bicycle - 

train - carriage). 
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25-  In the past people had (cars - carriages - trains) with horses. 

26- I don't know how to (play - go - use) the mobile. 

27- Kitty is my cat. I (hut - love - late) it. 

28- Samy played (windsurfing - sailing - basketball) yesterday. 

29- (Are - Were - Where) the girls at the sports (centre - wheel - 

hut) last Friday?   

30- (Did - Was - Is) she go to the park last weekend? Yes, she 

did. 

31- Peter and Jack (went - were - go) to the museum last night. 

32- Many boats are (swimming - sleeping - sailing) on the sea. 

33-  I (eat - ate - eated) my breakfast early yesterday. 

34- Sally (comed - come - came) home early last night. 

35- I (was - is - did) at the beach yesterday morning. 

36- My aunt (maked - didn't make - did make) a pancake.  
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*Supply the missing letters: 

Fini__ __  W__nds__rfing H___t am__se__ment 

H__ard T___ble t_nn__s Ch__pst__cks F__r__st 

l___te C__rr__age L__ve B__ ach 

A___rp___rt Wh__ __l Sp__rts c__ntre Emp___r__r 

Nig__tin__ale B__cy___le B__sk__tball Wa__ t  

H__mew__rk Tr___in B__s__ball Arr_ve 

Tra__el s__ng i _ _ S__il__ng 
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* Complete the sentences: Use was or were:  
 

1- I .......... at the park yesterday afternoon.  

2- We ..............late for school last Friday.  

3- Last month, it ..............my dog’s birthday.  

4- Yesterday ..............a good day.  

5- Bethany and Adam ..............in the same class last year.  

6- You ..............at band practice last night. 

 

*Punctuate:  
1- did she like her juice  
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2- what did he say 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3- did it snow last night 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4- they didn t go horse riding last weekend 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
5- did they visit their aunt 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
6- was she at the cinema yesterday 
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7- no she wasn t 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
8- yes theywere 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
9- were they at the club last night  
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
10- they went to the musuem last sunday 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
11- we didn t have crepes for breakfast 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
12- no  they didn t 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

:Answer the questions* 
1-Did the Indians fish? √ 
…………………………………………………………………………….. 

 
2-Did your father work in a school?× 
……………………………………………………………………………… 
3-Did the Indians have horses?√ 
………………………………………………………………………………. 
4-Did you go home late?× 
........................................................................... 
5-Did your family travel?√ 
…………………………………………………….. 
6-Did Frank hear a noise?√ 
…………………………………………………….. 
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 7-Did your mum make a cake?× 
……………………………………………………………………………… 
8-Did you finish your Homework?√ 
…………………………………………………………………………….. 
9-Did your friends play football?× 
……………………………………………………………………………. 
 
*Choose the correct words:  
1- The book had / was about a funny monster.  
2- My mum went / took me to school in the car.  
3- We took / were there at about six o’clock.  
4- My friend saw / went to an interesting exhibition last week.  
5- It met / was a really exciting weekend.  

 6 Amanda came / saw a fantastic 
 

*Pictorial composition: 

 

1- She went to the ........................... 
 
 
2- They were in the .............................. 
 
 
3- Let's go to the ..................................................  

 

 
4- Please hurry up! We are very .............................  
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5- I ..........................my homework early last night. 
 
 
6- Listen to the n...............................  

 

 
7- The e................................is very kind.  

 

 
8- The boy is very ................................. 
 
 
9- I use my ..................................to go to school.  

 

 
10- The princess is in the .............................  
 
11- I like playing...............................  

 

 
12- Did you go ....................................last Sunday? 
 
  
13- They are playing ...........................................  
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14- The ancient Chinese used to live in ............................ 
 
 
15- I like to eat the rice with ...............................  
 
 
*Match: 

 

1- I played     - to the beach last Friday? 

2- They didn't have   -tennis yesterday. 

3- Did you go     -Yes, I did. 

4- Was she     - fruit for breakfast. 

            -at the amusement park last night? 
   

*Comprehension:  

 Frank likes to fish. He wants to fish every day. He likes to go to the 
pond and fish. He likes to go with his brother. They have fun when they 
go fishing. They buy worms at the store. They like to see the fish jump. 
They like to catch fish. Frank likes to fish with his brother. 
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*Put ( √ ) or (  X  ): 

 

1- The passage is about Amy.    (         ) 
2- Frank goes fishing with his mum.  (         ) 
3- Frank likes to see the fish jump.  (         ) 
4-Frank's brother doesn't like fishing. (         ) 
5- They like to catch fish.    (         ) 
 
*Composition: 
Write three sentences about "What did you do last summer?" 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------- 
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Model exam 
*Choose: 
1- Lara is sitting on the (sea - beach - airport). 
2- They were at the (forest - hut - amusement) park. 
3- My friend will (arrive - wait - late) from London at 7p.m. 
4- I (play - plays - played) football last Sunday. 
5- They (didn't - doesn't - does) have eggs for breakfast. 
6- Look at the princess (sail - carriage - emperor). 
7- Listen! The (train - Wheel - nightingale) is singing. 
 8- I like to (use - travel - wait) to Paris every year. 
 
*Match:  
 
1- Did you go shopping?    - chopsticks. 
2- Where were you yesterday?   - in huts. 
3- The ancient Chinese used   -No, I didn't. 
4- The ancient Chinese lived in   - I was at the cinema. 
                                                                 -No, you don't. 
*Punctuate: 
 
they didn  t have pancakes 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2- where were you last night 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*Pictorial composition: 
 
1- The e................................is very kind.  
 
2- I like to eat the rice with ............................... 
*Supply the missing letters:  
 
 
 
 
ni__htin__al__     am__s__men__ pa__k 
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*Composition: 
 
Write two sentences about your favourite sport or your free time activities: 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

*Comprehension: 
 Look at Salma in this photo. She was a happy baby. She was only two 
years old. She was beautiful, cute and clever. She was also funny. But she 
was naughty and noisy. She wasn't dirty. She wasn't ugly. 
 
*Put ( √ ) or (  X  ): 
 
1- Salma was three years old in the photo.  (  ) 
2- She wasn't ugly.      (  ) 
3- She was dirty.       (  ) 
4- She was noisy.      (  ) 
 
*Hand writing: 
Where were you yesterday morning? 
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Module 8 
The world around us 

 

*CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER: 

1- Omar is (strong - weak - win) he can't carry that bag. 

2- The winners have got a/an (award - team - bag). 

3- Mohamed is the (weak - win - winner) of the race. 

4- I tried to climb that (river - mountain - country). 

5- We use the (skis- torch- sail) to see in dark places. 

6- We slept in a (sail - board - tent) in the forest. 

7- We went (camping - skiing - sailing) on the ice and we took our poles 

and (boards - skis - boats). 

8- The camel saves the food and water in its (trunk - hump - ear). 

9- That movie is (thin - scary - fast), I am so afraid. 

10- The (whale - shark - gorilla) is the largest sea animal. 

11-  (Cheetah - hippo - monkey) is faster than the lion. 

12- The (hippo - lion - monkey) is fatter than the crocodile. 
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13- Cindy is (good - better - best) than Wendy at studying Math. 

14- Salwa is the (worst - bad - worse) dancer. 

15- Kelly is the (win - winner - award). 

16-  I'm going to go to the mountain and I'm taking a (sleeping bag 

- torch - board) to sleep in it. 

17-  Our (team - win - weak) is the best. 

18- Dolphins are (bigger - smaller - fatter) than whales. 

19-  We can (winner - win - weak) the race. 

20- The (prince - princess - farmer) is very beautiful and kind. 

21- Rami is (stonger - strongest - the strongest) boy in the club. 

22- Carol likes (sailing - camping - skiing) on her board. 

23- The snake is the (long - longer - longest) animal. 

24- The Nile is the longest (mountain - sea - river) in the world. 

25- The pyramids are (old - oldest - older) than the Eiffel tower. 

26- The crocodile is (good - better - best) at swimming than the 

hippo. 
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27- Which is the (heavies - heavy - heavier) animal? 

28-  The prince ran after the princess's horse to (save - win - 

weak) her. 

29- The cheetah is the (fast - slowest - fastest) animal. 

30-  The Arabian camel (lives - saves - skiing) in the Middle East. 

31- Henry is the (best - good - better) student in the school. 

32- The elephant has got a long (hump - trunk - eye). 

33- Cows and horses eat (live - grass - hump). 

34- The boy is (weak - the weakest - strongest) in the class. 

35- That girl is the (pretty - prettyest - prettiest) in our school. 

36- Egypt is my (lake - river - country). 

37-  The (cat - bat - gorilla) is stronger than the monkey. 

38- Giraffes are (shorter - taller - tallest) than us. 

39- The African elephant eats ( leaves – autumn – meat). 
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*Supply the missing letters: 

L___on C____mel Mo____nt___in A____ard 

Ch__  ___tah Pr__nce__s M___nk___y Wh____le 

G___r__lla C___untry T___g___r H___ pp__ 

T___rch El___p__ant T___am Sc____ry 

Cr___c___dile T____nt W__nn___r Str___ng 

G__ra__fe Gra__ __ R___ver We___k __h__n 
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P__l__s 
S_is 

Sl__ep_ng _ag _am_ing 

Sk__ __ng S__ __l bo__rd h__mp tr__nk 

* Look and circle: 

    1. I’m strong / weak. 

  

 2. The crocodile is thin / fat.  

  

 3. The monkey is tall / short.  

 

 4. The elephant is big / small.  

  

 5. He’s funny / strong.  

  

5. They’re short / tall. 
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*Punctuate:  
1- how many birds has he got 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2- it s got a hump  
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
3- this is the princess and she s very beautiful 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
4- what are you going to do tomorrow 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
5- i m going to go to the beach 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
6- where are you going to go on holiday 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
7- which is longer 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
8- are cats bigger than tigers 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
9- no they aren  t 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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*Pictorial composition: 
 

1- .............................is the fastest animal in the jungle. 
 
 
2- The.........................lives in the ocean. 
 
 
3- This movie is very .......................... 
 
4- He won an ............................... 
 
5- He is very .........................  

 
 
6- This is a long ............................  
 
 
7- The Bactrian camel has got two ............................  
 
8- He likes ...............................  

 

9- We can sleep in the ...........................................  
 
10- They are .................................. 
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11- He is ....................... on his.................... 
 
  
12- I can climb the .........................................  

 
 
13- She can build a ..........................  

 

 
*Match: 
 

1-It's too dark,      -to go to the beach. 

2- Peter is taller    - Mountain. 

3- I'd like to climb the Everest  - I need a torch. 

4- I'm going      - than Bob. 
       - Turn off the light. 
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*Composition: 
Choose two animals and compare between them in three 
sentences.  
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------- 
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*Comprehension:  
 
 The blue whale is the largest animal in the world. It lives 

in the ocean. It's blue-grey. It eats small shell fish. The whale 

has got a long body and a big tail. It can swim fast, but it 

can't stay under water for very long! It usually lives for a 

hundred years! There aren't many whales. 

 

*Put (  √ ) or (  X  ): 
 

1- The blue whale is the smallest animal in the world. (     )  
2- The whale lives in the river.     (       ) 
3- The whales live for thousand years.    (       ) 
4- The whale can stay under the water for a long time.  (         ) 
5- The blue whales eat jelly fish.     (      )  
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Model Exam 
*Choose: 

1- Jonny is (tallest - tall - taller) than Peter. 

2- The Cheetah is the (fastest - faster - fast) animal. 

3- What's the longest (gorilla - river - mountain) in the world? 

4- It’s too dark, we need the (board - skis - torch). 

  5- I'm going to take a (sleeping - tent - poles) bag. 

6- The elephant has got a long (hump - trunk - wheel). 

7- The Bactrian camel has got (long - tall - big) hair. 

8- The Arabian camel has got one (trunk - ear - hump). 

*Supply the missing letters: 

 

 

 

s___ar____      W___a____e 

 

 

*Pictorial composition: 

1- He is very .........................  

 

 

2- He likes ...............................  
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*Punctuate: 

1- yes   they are 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2- are they smaller than whales 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

*Comprehension: 

 Swimming pools are fun places. it has some rules that we should follow. 

The rules help make it safe for everyone there. You shouldn't run near the water 

and you can't eat, drink near the pool. You must always listen to the lifeguards 

because they make sure that we follow the rules and that we are safe in and near 

water. 

 

*Put (    √ ) or (  X  ): 

1- Swimming pools are fun places.   (  ) 

2- We should follow the rules.    (  ) 

3- We shouldn't listen to the lifeguards.  (  ) 

4- We should run near water.    (  ) 

*Composition: 

Write two sentences about your favourite animal and describe it:  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

*Hand writing: 

We love animals! 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


